
What is Minecraft? 

Hardware 

MINECRAFTEDU TUTORIAL
Setting up a Server

Please note: Images used are taken from the ImmersiveMinds Minecraft in Education world 
and are for instructional purposes only. They may not reflect exactly what users will see in 
their own Minecraft worlds.

Software: MinecraftEDU – Latest available version 
Platform: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 and 10 or Mac OS X (10.5+)

Minecraft is a game that allows you to explore and manipulate an immersive 
3D, digital world. Often likened to Digital Lego, Minecraft allows you to 
create anything your imagination can conjure.

The game has three main elements: Mining, Crafting and Creation. You have 
to mine a wide variety of materials, from basic and plentiful dirt, wood and 
stone to the much more rare, diamonds, iron ore and even lava. For the 
purposes of Build It Scotland, we will be focusing on the Creative element  
of Minecraft, giving you access to every material and a range of building  
tools otherwise unavailable in the regular, ‘Survival’ mode you may already 
be familiar with.

While Minecraft is not an overly hardware intensive game, there are 
minimum requirements you should check you have, before purchase and 
installation:  

Minimum Requirements:
• CPU : Intel P4/NetBurst Architecture or its AMD Equivalent (AMD K7)
• RAM : 2GB
• GPU : Intel GMA 950 or AMD Equivalent
• HDD : At least 90MB for Game Core and Sound Files
• Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 6 or higher is required to be able to run  
 the game.

Recommended Requirements:
• CPU : Intel Pentium D or AMD Athlon 64 (K8) 2.6 GHz
• RAM : 4GB
• GPU : GeForce 6xxx or ATI Radeon 9xxx and up with OpenGL 2 Support  
 (Excluding Integrated Chipsets*)
• HDD : 150MB

Multiplayer:
• Multiplayer requires a quality and stable connection to the internet.
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Software Requirements:
• The latest MinecraftEdu Release. Older versions will need to be updated  
 to current versions
• Java (Java SE 6 Update 32 or Java SE 7 Update 4 or newer is preferred)

Notes: 
Some users experience issues playing MinecraftEdu while using a mismatched 
version of Java for their operating system (32 or 64 bit), while using certain 
versions of Java 7, or while multiple versions of Java are installed. Take the 
time to make sure Java is up to date or contact your network administrator.

MinecraftEdu Installation and Setup

Single Player Gaming

Multiplayer Gaming

Multiplayer game mode allows you to create a world in which multiple players 
can join and play together. 

When working in multiplayer mode, players will be able to move around in 
the same world, chat to each other in game (locally) and even manipulate each 
other’s Minecraft builds. This is likely to require parent/teacher supervision.

A LAN (Local Area Network) is a computer network that connects 
computers together in a limited area. Using a ‘Router’ you can link several 
computers together so you can play Minecraft together without the need  
for access to a school/private network.

Playing Single Player allows your learners to create their Build it Scotland 
creation in their own Minecraft environment. This means they can play 
without other players and with no impact on the network and no need for 
internet. See our ‘MinecraftEDU - Single Player’ resource on how to do this.

MinecraftEDU is a version of Minecraft developed specifically for use as 
a tool for education. It comes at less expense than the original game and 
includes a variety of in-built functions such as ‘Freeze Students’, ‘Disable 
TNT’ and ‘Set Assignments’, which are useful for the classroom management 
of using Minecraft.

MinecraftEDU is developed by TeacherGaming. More information can be 
found here: http://minecraftedu.com

Once you have purchased and downloaded MinecraftEDU, you can start 
it up and we can begin, but first, there are some things you should check, 
depending on how you want to roll out the Build It Scotland project.
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Step 1 - Using ‘Ethernet’ cables, connect each computer to the ‘LAN Router’  
 via the ‘Ethernet Ports’. 

 Note: You should aim to buy a LAN Router with as many Ethernet  
 ports as possible. The standard is four but there can be as many  
 as sixteen or more. If you can only fi nd ones with 4/5, you can set  
 up multiple stations with 4/5 computers attached to each host  
 computer across your whole group.

Equipment List:
• Wireless Router or Wired Router (Recommended)
• Ethernet Cables (Wired Router option only)

Note: Connection via a ‘Wireless Router’ depends on the wireless settings 
of each brand and version of router. This is normally straightforward and 
requires no action on your part but we recommend you use a ‘Wired 
Router’ as this is always much easier.

We will use a Wired Router as an example in the instructions below.
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Installing MinecraftEdu

Exit all other programs & applications before installation.

Step 1 - Open your internet browser

Step 2 - Visit the link received in your purchase confi rmation email from  
 MinecraftEdu.

 Download MinecraftEdu to your computer following the 
 onscreen instructions.

Step 3 - Once downloaded, you will have a .jar fi le - probably named   
 ‘Minecraftedu_classroom_1.710_20_stable.jar’ or something  
 similar. This is your install fi le. Double click it to start the install.

Step 4 - Choose the language you wish MinecraftEDU to display and 
 click ‘Continue’.

Step 5 - Accept the terms of use and click ‘Continue’.

Step 6 - Make sure all three installation options are ticked. You’re going to  
 need the second, despite the default unticked. Press ‘Continue’.

 You will now have a shortcut to MinecraftEdu on your desktop 
 like this:
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Setting up a MinecraftEdu Server
(‘Teacher/Parent’ or ‘Host’ Computer)

Once you have installed MinecraftEdu you need to set up a server so you 
can allow others to join .

First things fi rst, if you are using a router as described in part one, make sure 
your computer is attached via an ethernet cable or to its wifi  now.

Step 1 - Double click the MinecraftEdu icon to start the application.

 This will reveal the following menu:

Step 2 - Click on the ‘Start MinecraftEDU Server Launcher’ option.

Step 3 - When prompted, set your teacher password. This is used to ensure  
 only you can control the server.

Step 4 - Click on the ‘Create New World’ option.
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Step 5 - Select ‘Generate a Completely Flat World’ on the option screen.

Step 6 - Make sure your settings in the lower options box are as follows:

Step 7 - Click the ‘Start Server with New World’ button to load your world.

 This will load a server, hosted on this computer, ready for your  
 learners to use on their own computers. You will know when 
 the server is ready by checking that there is a green icon in the 
 top left corner.

Step 8 - Name your world in the top right of the server box and click 
 ‘Save World’.

Step 9 - Note the ip address in the top left of the server box. You will need  
 this for each connecting computer. It will be a series of numbers  
 split by dots. Every computer has a different one.

 e.g – 11.22.333.444
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Step 10 - Click on the ‘World Setting’ button on the left of the 
  server window.

 Make sure your World settings are as follows:

Step 11 - Click on the Player Setting menu on the left of the server window.

 Make sure your Player settings are as follows:

 Note: there are functions here such as ‘Freeze Students’, 
 ‘Mute Students’ and ‘Teleport everyone back to Spawn’. 
 These are useful tools for teachers. You should experiment 
 with these before you let students build.

Your server is now set up and ready for your learners to join from their 
own computers. See our ‘MinecraftEDU - Joining a Server’ resource on 
how to do this.
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